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sion of the fortieth anniversary of his death. In the introduction, he
noted that Rawidowicz attracted few followers to his vision of a dual-
centered Jewish nationalism whose cultural capitals were located not
in the Diaspora or the Land of Israel, but rather in both.It was not
merely this iconoclastic vision that consigned him to obscurity; it was
also the fact, Meyer noted, that Rawidowicz insisted on Hebrew as his
primary written language while living his entire life in the Diaspora.

And yet Meyer was able to see the intuitive genius of Rawido-
ircz Ihrough the ideological and linguistic haze.In particular, it was
Rawidowicz's insistence on a genuine partnership between Diaspora
and the Land of Israel-a shutnful according to his recurring Hebrew
phrase-that caught Meyerk attention. This idea reflected an undeni
able demographic reality, namely, that the Diaspora contained a critical
mass of Jews (the overwhelming majority of the global |ewish popula-
tion when Rawidowicz was active, and about half today), and was not
likely to disappear. Meyer observed that the concern for a mutually
respectfi-rJ partnership that was a hallmark of Rawidowicz's thought
"has become common coin of the seemingly endiess dialogues that
have taken places between the two 'sides."', He went on to point to
other aspects of Rawidowicz's thought that, while relatively marginal
in his day, had assumed new significance in the present: for example,
Rawidowicz's invocation of the language of fewish continuity, as well
as his insistence that the fewish people, though dispersed in differ-
ent locales, was an indivisible unity. Even more provocatively, Meyer
observed that Rawidowicz's gnawing concerns about Zionism-its
desire for hegemony in the |ewish world vis-)-vis the Diaspora, set
against its drive to establish a "norrnal" political state-had not been
allayed a half,century after the State of Israel was created.

Michael Meyer's appreciation for Rawidowicz's prescience did
not-indeed could not-take note of one unknown feature of his
thought. In the course of writing the nine-hundred-page book that
encap sulated hi s distinctive philo s ophy and ideolo gy, B av el vi -yerush a -

layim $957), Rawidowicz authored a thirty-three-page chapter that was
planned as an appendix but never saw the light of day.r The chapter, ti-
tled "Between Jew and Arab," dealt with an issue that Rawidowicz had
vowed never to speak about in public but evidently felt compelled to
address at the time: the relationship of Zionism and the State of Israel
to the Arab population of historic Palestine. It remains something of' a literary mystery why this chapter was not included in the published
version of Bavel vi-Yerushalayim.Whalis known is that sometime be-
tween 1955 and 1957, a decision was made not to include the chapter,
already in galleys, in the published version of the book. The reason for
this exclusion is not known, though one can certainly understand why
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Rawidowicz or his printer, one |acob Fink in Paris, might have choSen
to withhold such a potentially explosive chapter from publication.

The chapter rested on the claim that the age-old debates over
the status and location of the fews, comprising what is known as the
fewish question, must now give way to cluestions about the desired
status and location of Palestinian Arabs. This is not to say that Rawido-
wicz was motivated by a deep sense of identification with the Arabs
of Palestine. Nor did he believe that the creation of the State of Israel
had conclusively resolved all lingering issues of Jewish identity (".g., by
"proing" the superfluity of the Diaspora). On the contrary, the semi-
nal events of ry48 raised, for Rawidowicz,Ihe troubling specter that
political sovereignty might require an unwelcome descent into the
abyss of immorality of the gentile nations.

In reflecting on this fundamental question of power, Rawidow-
icz came to believe that the Arab question-the status of Arabs in
Israel and refugees outside of it-was, in fact, a ]ewish cluestion, one
that posed a formidable challenge to the political sagacity and ethical
nonns of Israel (as Rawidowicz preferred to refer to the |ewish people,
refusing to surrender that name to the newly created state).4 The fact
that he spoke so bluntly and sharply about this challenge may be sur-
prising, though there were others |ewish thinkers in Israel and be-
yond-Hannah Arendt, Hans Kohn, and Yeshayahu Leibowitz come
to mind-who voiced similar concerns about the relation between
power and morality in this period. What makes Rawidowicz's chap-
ter especially bracing is the counsel he offered in "Between |ew and
Arab." For the State of Israels own sake, he argued, it was an urgent
task not only to end all forms of discrimination against Arab residents
within its borders but to consider the repatiation of Arab refugees ouI-
side ofthem.

Written in the first half of the r95os, Rawidowicz's chapter re-
minds us that it was not the so-called New Historians in Israel dur-
ing the late r98os and r99os who first brought to public attention
the status of Palestinian Arabs in Israel and the fate of the refugees.
There can be little doubt that this cadre of scholars who came to public
prominence over the past two decades, figures such as Benny Mor-
ris, Ilan Papp6, Tom Segey and Avi Shlaim, introduced a new critical
spirit into the historiography of ry48.s Drawing on a large trove of
newly available archival material, this cohort quite consciously sought
to undermine a number of key tenets of Israeli collective memory.
These included the belief that (r) the British decisively favored the
Arab side in the terminal stages of its Mandate over Palestine; (z) the

fewish/Israeli side was at a distinct military disadvantage versus the
Arab side when hostilities broke out in late fall ry47 throughry+8; (l)
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the fewish/Israeli side was in constant search of peaceful options to

resoive the conflict; and (4) the hundreds of thousands of Arabs who

took flight from Palestine/Israel in ry48 did so largely of their own

accord.6 This last daim generated the most controversy, with debate

ngtng over whether the flight of Palestinian refugees was driven by

Iewish expulsions or the fear of them or by the calls of Arab leaders
'abroad 

to take temporary leave of Palestine before returning in the

wake of a victorious Arab atrnY.z

Unlike the New Historians, Simon Rawidowicz did not engage

in serious archival research into the various aspects of the War of 1948.

But his chapter "Between few and Arab" did rest on an assumption

that seemed to stand at odds with Israeli popular memory up to the

time of the New Historians, namely, that the fer,vish/lsraeli side bore

a measure of responsibility for the Arab refugee problem and should

take steps to aclcnowledge and act on that responsibility.s In fact, his

chapter bristies with prophetic indignation at what he perceived to be

a lapse in |ewish ethical and political judgment in treatment of Arabs

in the midst of and after the War of Independence.
The aim of this essay is to shed light on Rawidowicz's unique

perspective on this exceptionally sensitive issue. Notwithstanding the
fact that his chapter was not included in Bavel' vi-Yerushalayim and
thus dwelt in obscurity for a half-century, it contains the kind of pre-

science that few in Rawidowicz's day recognized, though which l,li-
chael Meyer, with his keen historical sensors, aptly saw as characteris-
tic of him. Before turning to Rawidowicz and his chapter, though, we

must first recall a number of voices that pierced the veil of silence in
which the Arab question was often cloaked in fewish circles in Israel
and the Diaspora.

The controversy generated by the New Historians in Israel derived, to
a great extent, from their self-conscious attempt to "de-idealizeZion-
ist histor:y" ihrough a mix of "an interdisciplinary approach, healthy
skepticism, and a thorough understanding of the other side's histori-
cal narrative."s And yet, the assertion of a historiographical revolu-
tion-in this case, coming as much from their opponents as from the
New Historians themselves-is often somewhat exaggerated. While
some of the New Historians trumpeted bold methodological or evi-
dentiary breakthroughs, others acknowledged that they were not the
first to happen onto controversial conclusions. For example, both Avi
Shlaim and Benny Morris point to the 1959 work of the Iraqi-born
Israeli political scientist Rony Gabbay, A Pol.itical. Study of the Arab-Jew'
ish Conflict: The Arab Refugee Probl.em, as an adumbration of the New
Historians'work on the Palestinian refugee cluestion. While acknowl-
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edging Gabbay's limited archival pool, Morris nonetheless lauded his
book as "a remarkable achievement."'o Gabbay had no access to the
rich trove of archival materials (e.g., Haganah, IDF) that Morris used
in his 1988 book The Birth of the Palestiniarl Refugee Problem. Ratheg
he relied on an extensive network of interviews with Middle Eastern
and European officials, UN and government documents, and news-
papers to trace the origin, unfolding, and scope of the Arab refugee
problem. He sought to strike a judicious balance in producing a care-

ful, stage-by-stage account ofthe refugee problem that took stock of
both Arab and fewish sides. Ultimately, Gabbay placed a good deal
more responsibility for the initiation of hostilities-and the creation
of the refugee problem-on the Arab than on the fewish side. And
yet, he did notice a shift in Israeli attitudes and bbhavior toward Arab
residents of Palestine in the late spring and summer of 1948. In ad-

dition to "the great use by the |ews of psychological warfare," there
were also cases, he noted, in which "reluctant Arabs were forced to
flee into Arab country lsic]."" Gabbay added that following the evacua-

tion of Arab villages, "looting and pillaging of Arab properties, and the
commandeering of goats, sheep, and mules by the Israelis were not
uncommon features.""

Gabbay's assertion that both psychological pressure and forced
expulsions by the fewish side contributed to the Palestinian refugee
problem directly challenges Davi{_ Ben=Gurion's oft-expressed view
that "the State of Israel e-xpelled-nobody and will never do it."'r It ap-

pears that by the time Gabbay published his dissertation in 1959, Is-
raeli public memory had consolidated around Ben-Gurion's view of
the events. But that process of consolidation took a number of years
following the events themselves. One of the most detailed analyses of
this process is Anita Shapira's comprehensive study of the reception
of "Hirbet Hizah," the long story published in 1949 by the author
S. Yizhar. Yizhar's extraordinary story revealed the moral qualms of
the narrator, an Israeli soldier, who watched with a mix of powerless-
ness and dismay as his comrades expelled Arab women, children, and
the elderly from their village in the late stages of the War of Indepen-
dence.'a Throughout the story, the narrator struggles to justify the ac-

tions of his comrades, at one point asking: "Do we really have to expel
theml What can they do to usl What evil can they cause)'What's the
purposel"'l

Shapira traces in considerable detail the waves of public atten-
tion and controversy stirred up by Yizhar's story, beginning with one
in the immediate aftermath of its publication. She notes that critics
from t949 to r95r largely concurred on the literary merit of Yizhar's
work, a landmark of Hebrew fiction in his generation. But they dif-
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fered widely on the lessons of "Hirbet Hizah.,,whiie one critic de_
clared, not surprisingry, that the story abetted the enemies of Israel,
others believed thatyizhar represented a voice of conscience that was
often drowned out in the quest for military victory and poriticar sover-
eignty.'6 one reader who admired yizhar's courage lamented the fact
that "the tortured victim of yesterday turns into the torhrrer the mo-
ment he picks up the whip, and the exile of yesterday ,o* t 

"rrirt ",others' overnight, those who suffered injustice over centuries become
themselves its perpetrators."rT Here the assumption of power entailed
not only an erasure. of the fewish past but arsi, this .r'iti. i-fu"a, 

"serious erosion of the ethical .onr.iorrrr"ss borne of th" ffi' rorrg
historical experience.

Interestingly, wh'e there were competing opinions about the vir-
tue of publicizing the act of expursion i"r..ib"i in ,.Hirbet 

Hizah,,,
the debate seemed not to focus on whether expulsions did or djd not
take place. Many assumed that the
or condemn them. Shapira notes
did not hesitate to openly address
And they were not 

"ion". 
Israeli politicaiact

sociated with the communist pirty (MaKI) or the Marxist-inspired
zionist Mapam, expressed clear knowledge of and condemnation for
acts of expulsion. In early May ry41,Mapims resident .rp"rio" ar"f,
affairs, Aharon Cohen, decrared tL; "a deliberate 

"ui.fol lortrr" e,
e_I, as a socialist, am ashamed

's political committee announced
pelling the Arabs from the areas of

partv over the question of whether tH"lty;rfl?ffi",'"H:#til$;
be permitted to return to their homes in Israel.

The interrelated questions of expulsion and return were not re_
stricted to_party deliberations behind crosed doors. er ha,-misiwta.r, theMapam-affiliated paper, carried articres from party leaders discuss-lng.lhe1, especially after the Israel Defense Force actions in Ramraand Lydda in which some scores of thousands of Arabs-estimates
range between fort
homes.'o For exam 

were expelled from their

rromJuly p,,g+s, ::#,;:Tffi::i;i:i;:
did not expel them [the Arabs]. They left of their own accord.,, Hecountered that while "it is true that hundreds of thousa"J, n.J, ,rr"ydid not always do so of their own accord.,,,, The next a"y, ai."""a.,
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[i.e., the invading Arab armies], and we should accept these residents

back into our State as citizens with full rights."'a
It would, of course, be a vast overstatement to claim that these

views were universally shared across the political spectrum. In fact,

they occupied a clearly identifiable but unmistakably small place in
Israeli public opinion of the time. To wit, although Yitzhak Rabin re-

called that David Ben-Gurion himself seemed to authorize the expul-

sion of Arab residents of Ramle and Lydda, Ben-Gt-rrion and many of
his colleagues in the dominant Labor Zionist party, Mapai, held to the

line that Arabs left Palestine in 1948 of their own volition or because

they were encouraged to do so by local or neighboring Arab leaders''r

Consequently, one finds few mentions of expulsiorr in the pages of the

Mapaiaffiliated paper, D avar.'+
' But that is not to say that Mapam or Al ha-mishmar were the

only sources attesting to Israeli awareness of acts of expulsion. Others

included MaI(I and its organs Kolha:am and Al-Ittihad', Ha-'olam'ha-
zeh., editedby Uri Avnery, and the less well known Ner. This last publi
cation was the fortnightly journal of the Ihud Association, which was

the latest incarnation of the |ewish peace camp whose roots lay in Brit
Shalom (founded in ry25\. The establishment of the State of Israel in

ry48haddashed the lorig-held hopes of this circle for a binational pol-

iiy in which fews and Arabs share power. Nevertheless, both lhud and

Ner continued to be anirnated by a |ewishly grounded moral commit-
ment to improve relations between fews and Arabs. Moreover, from its

opening issue in February r95o, the journal was replete with reports

of expulsion, displacement, and discrimination against Arabs, many

of which were sprinkled with appeals to |ewish conscience and refer-

ences to classical fewish sources. Ner's editor, Rabbi Binyamin (Ye'

hoshua Radler-Feldmann), used the journal-and a variety of pseud-

onyms-to chalienge Israeli society to assume responsibility for the

expulsions ofArab residents and to accept their right to return to Is-

rael.'l In this respect, as well as in the traditionalist Hebrew idiom in
which he wrote, Rabbi Binyamin recalls his fellow eastem European

few Simon Rawidowicz though the two men appear not to have been

in touch at all in this period. Meanwhile, some of Rabbi Binyamin's

old colleagues from the Brit Shalom days, most notably the Hebrew

University philosopher Shmuel Hugo Bergmann, felt that the winds

of history had swept past the Ihudi Ner crowd-indeed, that it no lon-

ger had the moral right or obligation to criticize a society of which its
members were part.r Still, the journal stuck to its guns up to the mid'
r95os, maintaining focus on the refugee cluestion and entertaining a

u"ii"ty of proposali on how to resolve it (e.g., through either a partiai

or full right of return) in a relative public vacuum.
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To be sure, there were pe
debates in Israeli /ewish society
who remained within the boun
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ness of the State of Israel as the custodian of the fewish people-and
consequently, as the repository of public memory of the_Holocaust,

as weli as the clear antithesis to Diaspora passivity.r' Although it is
link, it remains a striking-and thor-

e of the evolving Israeli-fewish public
the plight of Arab refugees and the

memory of expulsions by fews diminished as attention to the plight

of Jewish refugees (mainly, but not exclusively from Europe) and the

memory of the extermination of fews increased.

leads, while the other is 1ed. The first rules as a decisive majority, 4s a

nation-state. The othet is dominated as a minority. And domination is

in the hands of Israel [i.e., the fewish people]."rr
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while Rawidowicz placed the brame for initiating the hostilitiesof ry48 on the Arab side, he nonetheress noticed a d.ramatic reversal
of fortune, in which the /ews became a national m"lority and the Ar_abs a national minority. This, to his mind, reflected the new burdenofsovereignty and the attendant
" Arabs," Rawidowicz wrote, ..d,wel

sufferance-just like any minori
minority which dwells where it
There are a number of features o

des to in his texr (4).;+ Second, hewas using a formuration "by right, not sufferan."" ,h;t ,rro,ria r,"u"resonated in the ears of.fews, having t "." i"uot 
"a 

fryl y"""g W_-ston Churchill in rgzz in a British-gou.rr,*"rrt document that dis_cussed th ne.r And third, he was constantlymindful, commitment to a vibrant fewishpresence ssible linkage between the Stateof Israelk ority and tlr""t "l## "f 
y"*, fryhost countries the world over.

r95z) and (b) they were to have

of the law rhe law excruded those -ffHt# ffil*5r:Tffi:l
would be
refugees s' including both

those wh tate of Israel and

in Israel. to another place

and returned (including the vast 
abs who had left

[mistaneniml who had no violent i
registered with the state, were
the state of their residence.r6
nor the security needs of the State,,, he de,
criminatory clauses'" After alr, "discrimination is discrimination, evenwhen it serves the security needs of a state;, q4;.
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It was a mix
that promPted Raw

"morality itself Pro
the other hand, he

replicate some of the discriminatory
them in the Diaspora. This would not only increase the enmity of the

g"",lf" **fd to;ard the new State of Israel; it could also pose new

7irk, ,o the well-being of )ewish communities outside of Israel'

In light of thesJ.on.",,t,, Rawidowicz was disturbed that fews

were n He was especially irate that the few-

ishpremeasuleofcriticaldistancefromthe
events its voice but instead chose the path

of rl"n.". If only Diaspora journalists had "protested as they should

h"u", th"y would have 
"a,n"d 

a reward for their protest' as would have

the State of Israel itself" (S). gy c rntrast, Rawidowicz observed with

admiration those in tsr"ei*ho'uoice their criticism "even if they are

;;i;""y in number, even if their voices do not always carry iike a

trumpet"(6). , ...1 1,--,.:.
lnd""d, this circle was powerless to prevent further discrimina-

tory acts. On the heels of ttre Nationality Law came' in March 1953'

therandAcquisitionLawbywhichthel(nessetauthorizedthestateto
claim fbr its use prop in the possession

oila, o*rr"rr" 
"nd 1b1 essential develop-

ment, settlement, or of these clauses'

especially the second, effective

Arab residents who had left th
ties but resettled elsewhere in Isr

bureaucratic oxymoron "Present

While present in the State of Isra

citizens, the "absentees" were prevented from reclaiming' or even vrs-

iting, their homes.r8
Rawidowicz knew that this curious discriminatory status of the

"present absentees" was justified

cerns. But he refused to accePt

regulations of the State of I
declared that "it is forbidden
the Gentiles and exProPriate the

who was vanquished on the bat

able for a weak and Poor PeoPIe,
statehood on its head, to Pillage a

tiness, he feared, would onlY stre

Rawidowicz found few alli

aspora, whose Press' he felt, ass
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lent consent vis-)-vis the government's treatment of Arabs. More ad-
mirable in this regard was the press in Israel, which was willing to
open its pages to voices "that are bitter over the discrimination against
Arabs." And these voices provided a window to some restrained op-
timism on Rawidowicz's part. "There will arise among the |ews," he
predicted, "those who will protest and struggle to eradicate the evil in
their midst." Ultimately, he hoped that these voices of conscience in
Israel would be able to "rectify any wrong within its borders, either by
choice or coercion' (7).

Rawidowicz proved far less sanguine about another matter that, in
his view stood at the heart of the enmity between few and Arab: "the
denial of repatriation that was imposed upon the Arabs who left pal-

estine-or took flight from it-with the outbreak of war between the
State of Israel and the Arab countries, or more accurately, with the
attack of the Arab countries" (7). The brashness of this formulation
almost takes the breath away. Here, after all, was a |ew who regarded
himself as a proud and loyal member of his people. Not only had he
never manifested interest in the fate of Palestinian Arabs prior to this
point. Despite his concerns about Zionism's impulse to negate the
Diaspora, he shared the goal of fews' reclaiming the Land of Israel
and reviving Hebrew culture there. To call, then, for the repatriation
of hundreds of thousands of Palestinian g.rabs in the early r95os was
an extraordinary acI, one that placed Rawidowicz among a very small
number of Jews.4'

For Rawidowicz, Ihe fateful "decree of the refugees" (gezerat ha-
pelitiml, as he called it, was one of the most important political and
moral issues facing the State of Israel and world lewry.+" Indeed, "the
question of these refugees," he argued, "is not an Arab question: it is
a Jewi.sh question, a (uestion thatry48 placed upon the fewish people"
(28).

Limitations of space prevent a full unpacking of Rawidowicz's
chapter. But it is important to give a flavor here of the blend of per-
spectives-that of the admonishing prophet and the hard-core realist,
the compassionate universalist and the proudly parochial national-
ist-that gives force to his extraordinary text. We should also mention
in this context that Rawidowicz was himself uprooted, along with his
family, from their Polish-Lithuanian hometown of Grayevo by the out-
break of World War I; this experience may well have played a role in his
sensitivity to the plight of those displaced by the hostilities of ry48.

In any event, Rawidowicz did not dwell at great length on the
causes of the flight of Arab refugees:

L-
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It matters little whether they left because their Arab broth-
ers and British friends incited them to do so by promising
them a quick return to a Palestine in which there would
be no State of Israel, or whether they fled out of fear of the

fews (and the Deir Yassin massacre, for example, certainly
could have frightened the Arabs of this country), or out of
the chaos of war which uproots people from their place of
residence and sweeps them beyond the borders, or out of
political naivet6 and "technical" ignorance (it is told that a

night rain storm once drove the Arabs from their homes in
Safed, and they believed that it was a "secret weapon' of the

Jews that triggered the storm). (7-8)

From this last sentence, it is obvious that Rawidowicz was not smitten
with the 'Arab-Oriental romanticism" of some fellow |ews; nor did he
count himself among "those who bestow glory on the Arabs either in
the past or the present" (3r). His motivation in addressing the ques-
tion of the refugees was almost entirely to advance the welfare and
good name of his feilow fews. But here too, as in the case of the ear-
lier discussion of Israeli Arabs, his analysis followed the intersecting
paths of practical politics and ethical propriety.

Thus, Rawidowicz reiterated his concern that the mistreatment
of Arabs-in this instance, avoidance ofthe refugee problem-would
have a negative effect on the State of Israel. Not only would it fortify
the resolve of neighboring Arab countries in "refus(ing) to come to
terms with the existence of the State of Israel" (ro); itwould also en-

courage them to continue their economic boycott of Israel. Rawido-
wicz advanced yet another, and rather novel, economic argument in
discussing the plight of the refugees, one that presaged claims that
have been made in more recent debates on the place of immigrants in
the West. That is, he insisted that the State of Israel's economy would
benefit greatly from the refugees' return: "The rates offood and agri-
cultural production would be much improved if the Arabs were able to
return and perform their work." On the whole, the returning refugees
could serve as a vital tool "in improving political relations between

fews and Arabs in the world, but also in strengthening the economic
position of the State of Israel" (ro).

At almost every turn, Rawidowicz invoked the principle that
harm done to the refugees could be turned back upon the iews. That
harm would not only result from the ongoing hostility of the Arab and
Muslim worlds; it would also issue from the West, though not in the
most obvious of ways. Rawidowicz was aware that in the wake of the
Holocaust, the Western world, burdened by its own guilt, "hesitated to
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come . . . and preach to us about morality" (u). In fact, that world-
the very world "that accepted Hitler and his ilk"-"now understands
the State of Israel when it locks its gates to the refugees."

Rawidowicz sensed grave danger in this "understanding," as he
made clear from the following biblical allusion: "facob [i.e., the fews]
was 'not understandable' to Esau [i.e., the gentiles] during his whole
life. In this very 'lack of understanding'lurks one of the sources of Es-

au's hatred for |acob. When Esau does not comprehend the language
of facob, 'have no fear, |acob my servant' [Jeremiah 46:28]. When Esau
begins to comprehend the language of facob, woe unto lacob. . . . I
fear that from 1948 onward, Esau has been defiling |acob through this
'understanding'-the two have become alike. The twins are no longer
struggling with one another. They have begun to understand one an-
other" (rz).

The fact that facob and Esau-the State of Israel and the nations
of the world-now "understood" each other meant they had come to
inhabit the same immoral universe. In haunting biblical language, Ra-

widowicz lamented this descent of the |ewish state "into the valley of
the shadow of death" (Psalm 4t4l g\. From the time of the Hasmo-
nean kingdom until the present, he added, "there was not a single solid
complaint in the arsenal ofthe haters of Israel" (rz). But 1948 signaled
a dramatic change. The fews not only assumed political power but also

. the ethical norms of the surrounding world. This was an occasion for
antisemites to celebrate. But even more worrisome was that "intel-
lectuals and historical scholars" who were not antisemites were now
beginning to sense that the |ews had lost their age-old moral compass,
itself the source of their uniqueness in the world (r3).

Rawidowicz's concern here was an extension of his lengthy dis-
cussion and criticlue of ry48 in Bavel vi-Yerushalayim, comprising
nearly four hundred pages and the entirety of part z. The return of
the fews to sovereignty after two millennia, greeted with joy and even
messianic anticipation by many fews, was the cause of sober reflection
for him. He feared that the dizzying triumphalism of the day would
only embolden those Zionists who were intent on "negating the Di-
aspora." It would also enshrine political power, rather than cultural
vitality, as the defining feature of the |ewish nation. In the process, the
|ews' finely tuned moral antennae would be dulled.

This critique of lewish power made Rawidowicz vulnerable to
the charge of being a pie-in-the-s1g utopian, and he was well aware
of it. He countered by challenging the "imagined realism" of those
who refused to consider the return of the refugees. Hurling back the
charge against his putative accusers, he observed, "But in fact what
is 'utopian is the total avoidance of the cluestion of the refugees, de-
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laytng its resolution,frorn-..' 
le-ar to year. It is dangerous to transfer theresolution to the U.N. or to the ar'"ir.'ffr"r"

elimination (of this problem,l_""a fry l"*.Despite the fa :t that Rawido wirL nad
persona of ..Ish Boded,,_Lonely Man_he diitary voice on the plight of the ,"f,rg;"*. H"that the leaders of ti e Zionist -ou?_"rr, "r,neglected their erst\
to David Ben_Gurion s fews. .,If one had said
friends b"fb; ,il1," zhak Ben-Zvi, and their
leaders of a Staie of vere soon to stand as the
women, and children _ to return to their," j*frr";:l:::;t ;#:;;them from their roots and rendered th; 6o_"1"rr_-n,olrli th"y,,otsee in this craim a contemptible libel of the haters of Israel and zionwho aimed to desecrate a" ""-" oitira"l and besmirch Zionism inthe worldr" (24). zionists of atiideorlgical stripes had promised topursue a peaceful pa:h with the Arabs"of pil.J;,'o,Lr*J*o"rr.,

was especia'y dismayed by the failure of the Labor Zionists to act ontheir rheroric' In ract, n" 
"tti."J" *i*ro berween ",r,"'io""iy a".r"-

'tior:,r,' ' about peaceful .o-"*i.t"n."l lna thei. actual behavior.Although Rawidowrcz repeate dly refers here, as in B a.v el vi - yeru sh _

#i,{^:;jl"-.t;Tcaesura,'h"il,,ii,_",",rh^t;;;";;pb"t*"",,
note, he singled out
Labor Zionist leader
deep and sincere his c
Palestine ran (25). Did
the /ewish side could act according to "humane and cosmic ideais,,in its dealings with th-e Arabs) rr",i *""ra he have responded to thespecter ofhundreds ofthousan<'s of displaced Arab refugees or to thefact that |ews lived in "expropri"t"a 

"rri._onquered homesl,, Indeed,would Gordon have "blurtea o"t r'." rri. ar"ia, ""Jffir", ", 
o"gania' Nahalal' an. ersewhere that ;;;;t" no stain on our hands, weare righteous and have not sinnedl'" Qil It was precisely rhis senseoI selFvirrue' 

-especiany among those lo'ialist Zionists committed int"-"_19 equality, that most agilated Rawidowicz.
His doubts about the siircerity 

"i,hi, strand of zionistrhetoricdid not carry over to one promineni Labor Zionist of the rg4g genera-tion' s' yizhar' whom Rawidowicz 
"J-i*o deeply. yizharwas, to hismind' "the one writer who salvaged ,h" ;;;"t of our Hebrew riterarurein the state of Israel wrren he p;;#;iis stories (.Hirbet Hiz,ah,and 'Ha-shavui,) the injustice do"; ;;'the arabs,, (r7). Rawidowiczquoted extensively from a discussion yiih", .ondrcted with zionisr

A
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youth after the war in which he contrasted the earlier rhetoric of coex-
istence with the Arabs to the later practices of exclusion of discrimina-
tion. once upon a time, Yizhar noted, we used to speak of "ourselves
and our neighbors" in benign terms, alluding to the title of Ben-Gur-
ion's collected essays on the Arab question. But now the Arabs are re-
ferred to as "not trustworthy, " a "frfth column,,, and .,hav[ing] no place
in this country."43 This abrupt reversal of rhetoric, yizhar insisted, was
a "breach of faith" by Zionist leaders, political parties, and, above all,
educators once loyal to humanist values. For Rawidowi cz roo, r94g in-
deed marked a bold new turning point in 

'''a''y 
regards. Nevertieless,

the troubling rhetoric and action that he observed were not creations
gical culmination of the dominant, though
that combined disregard for the Diaspora

-fewish residents of palestine/Israel-and
that was aptly summarizedby one unabashed advocate as ..cruel Zion-
ism."aa

The inescapable conclusion toward which Rawidowicz's chapter, ,,Be-

tvveen Jew and Arab," moved was that the state of Israel must take de-
cisive and painful steps to redress the refugee cluestion. To his mind,
it should have done so already in the aftermath of the ry49 armistice
agreements into which Israel entered with its Arab neighbors. Failing
that, it should now boldly proceed to "open the gates of the state to
Arab refugees after the Arab countries have arrived at a peace treaty
with it-excluding those Arabs who endanger the security ofthe state,,
(28). rn 

_fact, 
the question of secluence-whether to repatiiate the refu-

gees before or after a peace treaty-was the subject of intense debate
in the midst of the armistice agreements. The Arab side insisted that
any discussion of a peace agreement must follow an agreement by
Tsrael to accept the return of at least some ofthe refugeeslMeanwhile,
the Israeli side, princioally Foreign Minister Moshe 

-sharett, 
was pre-

pared to discuss, if only for tactical reasons, some form of return of
Arab refugees, b_ut only as part of a comprehensive peace plan.+s

The idea ofrepatriation, either before or after 
" 

p""." 
"gr"ement,did no-t last long on the agenda of Israeli diplomacy. No poiitician of

the ru^ling Mapai party would have accept"d R"*ido*icz's argument
that "five or six hundred refugees from ih" st"t" of israel oulside of
ifs borders are much more darigerous to the state than five or six hun-
dred thousand additional Arab citizens within its borders,, (z). And.
few resonated to his claim that the fate of fewish morality hirijed on
the resolution of the Arab question, even when Rawidowicz Jmpha-
sized: "It is not for their honor that I am anxious; it is for owr honor. r
am concerned for our soul, for the cleansing of the garment of Israel,,
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(3r). Notwithstanding this expression of self,interest, one could readily
imdgine Israeli political and military leaders dismissing this kind of
talk, insisting that they did not have the luxury of caring for the fewish
soul when the fewish body was faced with daily challenges to its physi-
cal well-being.

As we have seen, there was in the years immediately after the
r948 war some discussion of a complex oisensitive,issues relatingto
the Arab question: statutory discrimination, expulsions, and even the
prospect of return. And there were a number of Israeli intellectuals in
this period who persisted beyond the immediate postwar period in ex-
pressing concern over the relationship between fewi.sh power and mo-
rality (e.g., Martin Buber, Ernst Simon, Rabbi Binyamin, yeshayahu

Leil2owitz).+6 Nonetheless, the harsh economic and social realities of
sustaining a fledgling state filled to the brim with new immigrants-
alongside the ongoing enmity of Israel's neighbors and, we speculated
earlier, the entry of Holocaust in Israeli collective consciousness-vir-
tually assured that Rawidowicz's chapter would find a very limited re-
ceptive audience.

Of course, this chapter found no audience at all, for "Between Jew
and Arab" was never published. As we noted at the outset, someone,
most likely Rawidowicz or his printer in Paris, /acob Fink, decided to
exclude it from the final version of Bqvel vi-Yerushalaylnr.. Perhaps Ra-
widowicz, after pouring so much of his passion into the chapter, had
achieved the emotional catharsis he needed. Perhaps he feared that
the chapter would altogether undo any positive reception IhaI Bavel
vi-Yerushalayim.rnight otherwise have received. Perhaps he simply did
not want to face the wrath of his fellow |ews. Or perhaps the linger-
ing hostility between Israel and her Arab neighbors, as well as the
persistent fear of a "second round" ofwar, modified his view of |ewish
responsibility for the Arab cluestion.

Whatever the case may be, the chapter stands out for its pre-
science fifty years later. In fact, prescience was a distinguishing fea-
ture of Rawidowicz's thought, as Michael Meyer reminds us in recall-
ing his insistence on a meaningful partnership between Israel and the
Diaspora. To be sure, there is in Rawidowicz's thought a certain air of
the unreal at times-as in his unceasing belief in a vibrant Hebrew
culture in the Diaspora. In the case we have discussed here, was it
really practicable to repatriate hundreds of thousands of Palestinian
refugees in the r95osl Did he really understand the logistics, not to
mention the politics and symbolism, involved in such an actl Could
he not have predicted how difficult it would be then, not to mention
nowl
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But before dismissing Rawidowicz as starry-eyed academic, clois-

tered in the comfortabie if disiant environs of Waltham, we should

recall that the question of the refugees has, in fact, not disappeared.

It emerged as a significant bone of contention in the late stages of the

Oslo peace Process Ltr 2ooo-2oor, revealing a deep-and, at least

from tne side, previously unacknowledged-divide in self-percep-

tion between Israeli and Palestinian camps. Likewise, Rawidowicz's

concern about discrimination against Arabs within the boundaries of

Israel has been periodically echoed by various public officials and gov-

ernment ministers, most recently by the government-sponsored orr
commission of zoo3that investigated the deaths ofthirteen Arab citi
zens in November 2ooo.

More globally, Simon Rawidowicz's reflections on the modern

)ewish expeiiment with politicalpower have had their own interesting

reiterations of late, and not just by those well known for their opposi-

tion to Zionism. Writing some three years after the outbreak of the

Second Intifada in zoo3, Awaham Burg, the former speaker of the

Knesset, wrote: "The Zionist revolution has always rested on two pil-

lars: a just path and an ethical leadership. Neither of these is operative

any longer. The Israeli nation today rests on a scaffolding of colmp-

tion, anf, on foundations of oppression and injustice. As such, the end

of the Zionist enterprise is already on our doorstep'"+z

This harsh epitaph, emanating from a respected Israeli political

leader, resonates with Simon Rawidowicz's powerful admonition from

a half-century earlier. Whereas Burg was driven to despair by those he

called the "corrupt lawbreakers" who settled the 
.West 

Bank and Gaza

after 1967, Rawidowicz was unnerved by the indifference of |ews to

the flijht'of Palestinian Arabs in 1948. Neither Burg nor Rawidowicz

drew Jomfort or joy from what they saw as the precipitous deciine in
ethical behavior among |ews in their respective day. Nor, for that mat-

ter, d.id their criticism win them wide acclaim from fellow fews. Many

would see them as naive, even dangerously so, about the harsh world

of modern politics. But one could also see them as beacons of con-

science who, while swimming against the current, held to the belief

that the success or failure of Zionism hinged on its successful negotia-

tion of the newfound powel of sovereignty, as well as on its attitude

and behavior toward its non-]ewish neighbors. In this, as in so many

other matters, Simon Rawidowicz exhibited uncommon wisdom and

clairvoyance, rare clualities that we would do well to acknowledge fifty
years after his death.

L.
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Nores
This artide emerges out of a forthcoming book, Israel, Jewish power, and the
Arab Qt'estion, which analyzes (and translates into English) a chapter writ-
ten by the distinguished fewish thinker Simon Rawidowicz. Titled "Ben 'ever
le-'aray" the chapter was intended for, but never published in, Rawidowicz's
two-volume work Bavel vi-Yerushalayim (London: Ararat, r951l. I would like
to express my deep gratitude to Professor Benjamin navid foi'his many kind-
nesses and assistance in enabling my study of his father, including his pro-

research assistance.

r. Michael A. Meyer, "Where Does the Modern period of |ewish History
Begin?" Judaisnc (Summer ry7 5): 329 - 38.

z. See Meyer's foreword to the reissued volume of Rawidowicz,s writing,
State of Israel, Diaspora, awd. Jewish Continuity, ed. Benjamin C. I. Ravid
(Hanover, N.H.: University Press of New England, r998), 6.

3. Among the few to have read and commented on the chapter are Ravid,
State of Israel, B- 44; Avraham Greenbaum, "Rawidowicz at Brandeis
University (A Memoir)," A History of the Ararat publishi.ng Society ]e-
rusalem: Rubin Mass, 1998), 5o; and Noam F. pianko, .Diaspora 

Jew-
ish Nationalism and Identity in America, ryr4-ry67" (phD diss., yale
University, zoo4l, r93- 95.

4. Indeed, this became the topic of a well-known exchange of letters Ra-
widowicz had with David Ben-Gurion in 1954, excerptedinRaid, State
of Israel, r94-2o4. The fulI exchange canbe seen in Simon Rawidow-
icz, B ay el vi -Yerushalayim (London: Ararat, ry 5), z:87 z - 9o 9.

5. Among the significant titles are Benny Morris, The Birth of the palestin-

ian Refugee Problem Revisited (Cambridge: Cambridge University press,

2oo4); Ilan Papp6, Britain and. the Arab-Israeli ConJlict, ry48-y (Lon-
don: Basingstoke, 1988); Avi Shlaim, Collusion across the Jordan: King
Abdullah, the Zionist Movement, and the partition of palestine (Oxford:
Clarendon, 1988); and Tom Segey ry4g: The Fi.rst Israelis (New york:
Free Press, i986). This new Israeli research has generated its own
scholarly scrutiny. See, e.g., the largely sympathetic treatment of Lau-
rence [. Silberstein, The Postzionism Debates: Knowled.ge and power in Is-
raeli Culture (New York Routledge, rgggl: or the highly critical account
of Efraim Karsh, Fabicating Israeli History: The New Htstoians (New
York: Frank Cass, 1997). We should be careful to note, as have several of
those mentioned earlier, that it was not they who uncovered the refugee
problem. Earlier Palestinian historians, while relying on fragmentary
sources, nonetheless wrote extensively about the refugees, most signifi-
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new history, many of its arguments have been accepted into the Israeli
historiographical mainstream. It is now conventional wisdom that, as
Benny Morris argued back inry87, substantial numbers of palestinians

9. Ilan Papp6, "Critique and Agenda: The post-Zionist Scholars in Israel ,,

L-
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History and Memory 7, :no. r (rgg5): 82, 85.
ro. See Morris, "New Historiography," 16-ry; as well as Shlaim, ,.Debate

abouIry48," 289.
rr. Rony Gabbay, A Political Study of the Arab-Jewish ConJIia: The Arab Refu_

gee Problem. (Geneva: E. Droz, r959), ro9 -ro.
n.Ibid., rronr58.
13. This was Ben-Gurion's statement to Claude de Boisanger, the French-

man who chaired the UN's Palestine conciliation cornmission on April
7, 1949.Qtd. in Morris, Birth of the palestinian Refugee problem, z6o.
More than a decade and a halflater, Ben-Gurion repeated the claim that

r own free will" in a conversation in 1966
Knesset Tewfik Toubi. See the transcript
Shalom, "Ben-Gurion and Tewfik Toubi

Finally Meet, October 28, ry66," Israel Studies 8, no. z (zoql:57. How-
ever, Morris recalls that various scholars, including Ben-Gurions own
biographer Michael Bar-Zohar, asserted that it was Ben-Gurion himself
who issued an expulsion order for Ramle and Lydda (Lod). See Morris,
"New Histori ography," 4.

14" S. Yizhar, "Hirbet Hizah," in Shiv'ah Sipuim, 37-88.See also Anita
Shapira, "Between Remembrance and Forgetting,,, Jewish Social Studies

7, rl'o. r (zooo): 3.

ry.Yizhar, "Hirbet Hizah," 74.
16. Shapira, "Between Remembrance and Forgetting,,, 23.
r7. M. Roshuld's article in De-terem (rz-r3 fNovember-December ry491:

75) is quoted in ibid., 13.

18. Cohen's memorandum of May 6, ry48, is quoted in Benny Morris,
"Mapai, Mapam, and the Arab problem in ry48,', in Morris, ry48 and
Afier, 46. See also foel Beinin, Was the Red Flag Flying There? Marx-
ist Politics and the Arab-Israeli ConJtict in Egypt and. Israel, ry48-t965
(tserkeley: University of California press, r99o), 33.

19. Qtd. in Morris, "Mapai, Ivlapam, and the Arab problem,,, 
52.

zo. Morris, Birth of the Palestinian Refugee prablem, 44-6.
zr. Meir Ya'ari, "Ki tetsu 1e-milhamah," Al ha-mishmar, July 3o, ry 48.
z z. Alexander Pere g, " M e dinat Yisrael veha-kefa r ha: ar avi,', Al h a -mishmar,

August r,ry48.
4.The claim that Ben-Gurion ordered the expr.rlsion of Arabs from Ramle

and Lydda emerges out of the testimony by yitzhak Rabin to Michael
Bar-Zohat, author of a three-volume biography of Ben-Gurion. Benny
Morris describes the encounter as follows: ,,Someone, possibly (yit-
zhak) Allon, after hearing ofthe outbreak in Lydda, proposed expeiling
the inhabitants of the two towns (Lydda and Ramle). Ben-Gurion said
nothing, and no decision was taken. Then Ben-Gurion, Allon and Rabin
stepped outside for a cigarette. Allon reportedly asked: ,What shall we
do with the Arabsl' Ben-Gurion responded with a dismissive, energetic
gesture with his hand and said: 'Expel then lgaresh otaml.',' What re-
mains unclear to scholars is whether Ben-Gurion actually uttered the
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words or Allon and Rabin understood his hand gesture to mean that.
See Morris's discussion in The Birtl't of the Palestinian Refugee problem,

429,454n88.
24.ltwas also rather common, on the right end of the Zionist spectrum, to

resist the claim of fewish expulsions by insisting that the exodus was the
result of orders issuing from the Arab world. Instructive in this regard
is the work of the American historian foseph B. Schechtman, who au-
thored a biography of Vladimir Zev |abotinsky and was closely aligned
with the Revisionist Zionist movement. Schechtman's r95z book, The
Arab Refugee Problern, posits that the "mass flight of the palestinian Ar-
abs is a phenomenon for which no single explanation suffices.', While
placing the onus of responsibility on Arab leaders (those of the Arab
Higher Committee and later leaders of neighboring countries), he does
not include among his explanations expulsions by fewish forces, with
the exception of Deir Yassin, which he calls the "unfortunate single in-
cident ofthe war." See foseph B. Schechtman, The Arab Refugee problem

(New York: Philosophical Llbrary, r95z), 4, n.
25. See, e,g., his articles in Ner 2, nos. r-z (r95o): )-4; and 2, nos. 1,-at

(r95o): 3-6, ry.By r95z Rabbi Binyamin had modified his call for a

return of Arab refugees without preconditions to a partial return based
on a mix of realism and idealism. Cf. Ner 3, nos. 5-6 $95t_52): z_3.

26. See Shmuel Hugo Bergmann, "Sefekot," Ner t, no. 4 (r95o): 3- 4.',Iris
true that there are many sins that lie at the foot of the foundation of our
state. But these sins-we must see and assess them in light of our his-
tory since 1933. Ifthere was a sin in the expulsion ofArabs from certain
places, and in our malevolent attitude toward them, then we all took
part in that sin, in that malevolent attitude. 

.We 
must not place ourselves

above responsibility for this, as if we were better than others."
2,7. See, e.g., "Vikuah so'er 'al hok ha-'ezrahut" [Stormy debate on the na-

tionality lawl, Ha-arets. March 27, rg52,, or the report several days after
the law was implemented, "shevitat maha'a kelalit shel ha-ukhlusyah
ha-'aravit neged hok ha:ezrahul ha-giz'an|" [General protest strike
of the Arab population against the racist citizenship law], Kol ha-,am,

luly ry, r952. For a fundamental legal discussion of the law see David
Kretzmer, The Legal Status of the Arqbs in Israel (Boulder, Colo.: West-
view Press, r99o), 35- 48. More recently, Shira Robinson has offered a
probing analysis of the extension of citizenship to Arabs in Israel, re-
garding this act as much as a means of regulation and exclusion (i.e., of
former residents of Palestin e) as of inclusion. See Shira Nomi Robinson,
"Occupied Citizens in a Liberal State: Palestinians Under Military Rule
and the Colonial Formation of Israeli Society, ry48-ry66" (phD diss.,
Stanford University, z oo5).

28. Benny Morris has chronicled the public debate over eibiya, noting that
the mainstream press accepted Ben-Gurion's fallacious account that
the IDF was not responsible for the episode while a smaller number
(Ha-arets, 

"4l 
ha-mishtnar, and Kol ha-'am\ rejected his claims. See "Ha-
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'itonut ha-yisre'elit be-farashat Qibiya," inhis Tikun ta'ut: Yehudim ve-
' ar avirn b e -er ets -Yisr a' el, ry j 6 - t 9 5 6 (Tel Aviv, z o o o ), 17 5 - 97 .

29. Shapira, "Between Remembrance and Forgetting," 25.

3o. Ibid., 26. To these explanations, we must add the concerled efforts
of Israeli politicians, government officials, and researchers to count
and categorize the refugees and then to rebut their claims to return to
their homes. See the study of this effort during the years ry48-5zby
Haya Bombaji-Sasportas, "Kolo shel mi nishma/kolo shel mi mushtak:
hamayat ha-siah 'al 'be'ayat ha-pelitim ha-falastinim' ba-mimsad ha-
Yisre'eli" (master's thesis, Ben-Gurion University, z oo o).

3r. Tom Segev, The Seventh Million: The Israelis andthe Holocaust (New York:
Hill and Wang, ry931, esp. 4z.r-45.

32. See the comments of Rawidowicz's alter-ego, Ish Boded, "shivre de-
varim," Metsud.ah 5-6 (1948):56o.

13. The reference to the struggle over the garment is to Baba Metzia r:r.
Also, Rawidowicz always used the term "Israel" in the sense of "Kla1
Yisrael," and never to mean the State of Israel.

34.The declaration expressly mentions in article 15 that "everyone has the
right to a nationality" and that "no one shall be arbitrarily deprived of
his nationality nor denied the right to change his nationality." See www
un. org / Overview/rights.html.

35. As British secretary of state for the colonies, Churchill actually sought
to dilute somewhat Zionist expectations over the Balfour Declaration
of t9ry. The resulting White Paper of rgzz expressly dedared that His
Majesty's government's airnis notlo r.nake Palestine "as fewish as Eng-
land is English." At the same time, Churchill did want to clarify that
"it is essential that it [the fewish people] know that it is in Palestine as

of right and not on the sufferance." See wwwyale.edu/lawweb/avalon/
mideast/ brwh t9 zz.htrnI.

36. Rawidowicz estimates the number of those excluded by this law at
i5,ooo out of some r8o,ooo Arabs in Israel in 1953.

37. Israel Land Acquisition (Validation of Acts and Compensation) Lara

57r)-r953.
38. This group has generated a good deal of scholarly attention, but among

the most interesting accounts is the series of interviews conducted by
the Israeli author David Grossman in Sleeping on a Wire: Conversations
with Palestinians in Israel (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, r993).

39. The accusation of expropriation recalls the case of the ancient Ahab,
king of Samaria, who expropriated the land of Naboth, his neighbor,
and then put him to death (r Kings zr). This series of actions enraged
God, who enjoined Elijah to confront Ahab and ask, "Have you rrlut-
dered and also taken possessionl'l (r Kings zr:r9).

4o. Rawidowicz's phrase "a weak and poor people" (am haiash ve-dal) recalls
a similar phrase in Zephaniah3rz ("an a{flicted and weak people"-am
ani ve-dal). Also, the phrase "pillage and plunder" appears in a number
of places in the prophetic writings (e.g., Isaiah ro:6, Ezekiel 38:rz).
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4r. Naturally, the cali would be much more commonly sounded among

the Arab refugees themselves, as well as among their supporters in the

Arab and Muslim worlds, especially in the midst of negotiations with
Israei (from the armistice talks in rg49Io the Oslo peace process of the

r99os).

4z.The tercn gezerah reflects both the richness and the traditional bent of
Rawidowicz's Heblew. The term can be translated variously as "plight'"
"decree" (especially an evil decree), or "catastrophe" (as in gezerot ta"h

ve-ta"t, referring to the Chmielnicki massacres of 1648-49). Rawidow-

icz's usage contains elements of all three of these English words.

43. "Between Jew and Arab," 18. Yizhar's conversation is found in Divre

si ah : h arls a' ot v e- d'iyune h av eim (Tel Aviv: Mifl e get po'ale Eretz Yisra'el,

r95r), z:52-53.

44.The term is the title of a small pamphlet by the Hebrew writer and col-

lector Avraham Sharon (n6 Schwadron\, Torat ha-Tsiyonut ha-akhzait
(Tel Aviv: Sifriyat De'ot, 1943-44). Rawidowicz found Sharonk views

distasteful in two regards: fi.rst, in his advocacy for a Zionism that sev-

ered its connections to the Diaspora and, second, in his advocacy ofthe
"transfer" ofArabs from Israel.

45. For a discussion ofthe various proposals considered by Israel and often

advanced by Sharett-e.g., the "Gaza plari' and the "roo'ooo offer"-
see Morris, Birth of the Palestinian Refugee Problem,549-80.

46. Perhaps most interesting in this regard is Yeshayahu Leibowitz, who in
an essay written shortly after Qibiya excoriated those who had placed

the veii of divine sanctity upon the State of Israel: "If the nation and its

welfare and the country and its security are holy . ' . then Kibiyeh pic] is

possible and permissible." At the same time, Leibowitz, in contrast to

Rawidowicz, Buber, or Simon, was altogether skeptical that there was

a Jewish morality to speak of, arguing that "morality does not admit a
modifying attribute and cannot be ')ewish' or 'not fewish'"' Leibowitz's

essay, originally published in the Israeli journal Be'terem, was included

as 'After Kibiyeh," in his English collection Judaism, Human Values, and

the Jewish State (Carnbridge: Harvard University Press, r99z), rB9 -9o.
See also the discussion by Ehud Luz, "'fewish Ethics' as an Argument
in the Public Debate over the Israeli Reaction to Palestinian Terror,"

Israel Studies 7 @oozl'. r34-56.
47. Avraham Burg, "The End of Zionistn," Guard.iarc, September 15,2oo3.

This essay was completed before the aPpearance of Burg's book Le'nat-

seah et Hitler (Tel Aviv: Yedi'ot aharonot, zooT) and his controversial

interview with Ari Shavit in Ha-arets on June 6, zooT' In the book and

interview Burg went a good deal further than he had earlier, cluestion-

ing the wisdom of Zionism and of Israel as a ]ewish state.
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